














Key included in the box of personal belongings that was sent
to Shy Studio. The location of the lock that  this key belongs
to is currently unknown. 

A box was posted to Shy Studio in late 2024 containing a selection of personal
items suspected to be from Maggie B. Included in the box was a collection of
her books, showing an interest in a wide variety of conspiracy-adjacent topics;
paranormal investigations, local heritage, extra-terrestrial activity and cryptozoology.
The publishing dates range from 1967 (a �rst edition copy of Strange Twist of Fate;
Fate Magazine) to a 2024 edition of Behold A Pale Horse, a ‘bible’ for conspiracy
theories that was discovered to have been recommended to Maggie via an
anonymous Reddit user.

A collection of Maggie’s notes were also found within the pages of these books,
which enabled us to piece together her speculatory theories; a post-it note in
Ghost-Hunting For Dummies shows Maggie’s approach to authenticating her �nds,
while more left-�eld notes indicate she believed the astronomer Nostradamus had
predicted the creation of underground tunnels in Blackpool.

It is not clear why Maggie would choose to part with these items from her collection.
We have come to the assumption that these are the items that Maggie deemed
most important to our enquiries and the case of Johnny Highland.



Nostradamus: The Complete Prophecies for the Future by Mario Reading 

The key to dating Nostradamus’ always intriguing and popular predictions
has now been discovered! Award-winning author Mario Reading �nally
found the long-searched-for key, and with it, has uncovered the secret
connection that links the seer’s various quatrains. With this new
knowledge, he can interpret these astonishing predictions in formerly
unimagined ways…and give us a glimpse of what the future holds.
Among the amazing �nds: Nostradamus foresaw the Twin Towers
disaster, the Iraq War, the devastating tsunamis, and the �ooding of New
Orleans. But even more, Reading’s groundbreaking translations and sharp
commentary states precisely what is still to come. His sometimes
extraordinary and shocking forecasts include the demise of the British
Monarchy, the breakup of the European Union, and Global War.



The Monsters of Loch Ness by Roy P. Mackel 

Mackal began his serious research into the Loch Ness Monster phenomenon
during the 1960s. While vacationing in London in 1965, he took a trip to the
Scottish Highlands and met several members of the Loch Ness Investigation
Bureau, who were monitoring the loch in observation vans in hopes of seeing
the creature(s). The team acquired some sonar signals suggestive of large
objects in the loch, along with some tantalizing photographs allegedly showing
a �ipper, although they were unable to provide any conclusive evidence that
the monster(s) existed.

Mackal  became convinced that something lived beneath the waters after
recording his own sighting of the creature in 1970, and in his 1976 book
The Monsters of Loch Ness, he suggested that a population of large,
previously-unknown amphibians were living in the loch.



Investigating UFO’s by Larry Kettelkamp

Kettelkamp explores the controversial topic of UFO's including accounts
of government and civilian studies on them, descriptions of reported
sightings, and possible explanations for them.



Investigating UFO’s by Larry Kettelkamp



Ghost-hunting For Dummies by Zak Bagans 

Dive into the ghostly world of the supernatural with America's leading paranormal
investigator and executive producer of the hit TV series Zak Bagans. Ghost-Hunting
For Dummies is peppered with true accounts from Bagans' famous cases and
investigations. Featuring expert advice on picking a haunted location, setting up
cameras, and dealing with unwieldy ghosts, this book shows how today's
investigators use the tools of modern science to study a wide range of
paranormal activity.



UFO-UK by Peter Paget 

A fascinating look at the thousands of real life 'Close Encounters' recorded
in the UK. UFO-UK is a comparison of sightings to indicate �ight paths of
visiting craft from other worlds with a special focus on the enigmatic
signi�cance of 'The Welsh Triangle' and the skies over Salisbury Plain.
UFO-UK is an astonishing dossier of evidence to challenge every attempt
at of�cial cover-up.
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The UFO Phenomenon by Johannes von Buttlar

A sensational view of the UFO phenomenon based on authentic
sources and secret documents of the CIA and KGB.



Blackpool Vanishes by Richard Francis 

Blackpool has been visited for years by tiny beings in �ying saucers so
small they are mistaken for spots before the eyes, invaders from inner
rather than outer space. Only one local resident realises what’s going on
and his reports, couched in verse, are not taken seriously by the Alien
Beings Section of the Foreign Of�ce until too late, when the whole resort
is suddenly whisked away.



Blackpool Vanishes by Richard Francis 



Maggie B.

UFOLOGY 

Certi�cate obtained by Maggie B. in 2010 for studies
in Ufology from the Centre For Excellence



This journal was posted to Shy Studio along with various other items in
late 2024 without a note or return address, seemingly from Maggie B.
herself or an associate. While there is no name inside, the leather casing
shows an embossed M.B.

These selected pages appear to be diary entries from Maggie’s exploration
of The Grundy during lockdown, proving that she accessed the gallery after
being made redundant. It is clear that Maggie felt this visit was urgent, and
that someone else with access to the building agreed. The pages also state
that Maggie tampered with ooze collected on her visit, putting the samples
posted to Shy Studio into questioning. While her notes re�ect a need to return
to The Grundy, there is no evidence to suggest a second visit occurred.



Lorem ipsum
Many of the other pages contain similar notes, alongside torn out articles and
printouts of reddit threads. The journal appears to ask as many questions as it
answers; why was Maggie’s on-site research so needed? Was Johnny Highland
aware of these plans before his disappearance? And most importantly, who
helped Maggie gain access to The Grundy on July 6th 2020?



A second key that was included in a box of personal belongings
that was sent to Shy Studio. The location of the lock that this
key belongs to is currently unknown. 

Photograph of
Maggie B’s journal



This poster was designed and printed at a local copy shop by Maggie B.
in Autumn 2020, as an attempt to locate Johnny Highland after his
disappearance. The public distribution of these posters prompted The
Grundy to release a statement on his whereabouts:

Johnny Highland, our curator since 2019, made the decision to take voluntary
redundancy from the gallery for personal reasons in April 2020. While it is not
our usual policy to disclose details of former staff, we would like to reassure the
public that Johnny has relocated away from Blackpool and his leave was amicable.
We wish him the best of luck for the future, and advocate for his privacy.



Though we have been unable to con�rm with Maggie B. herself, evidence
found on her Reddit account (u/ BlackpoolMaggie) indicates that she
gained access to The Grundy gallery during the lockdown of April 2020.
There she collected a number of material samples from around the gallery.
The collected ooze-like substance was harvested from a pipe in the ceiling
of the gallery space, and the soot-like residue from a staircase leading to
the gallery storeroom. Maggie also appears to have conducted experiments
to recreate or multiply her samples of the ooze-like substance.

The full breakdown of what each recreated sample contains is unknown,
but preliminary tests show a mixture of biological substances, chemicals
and household substances, including hand sanitiser and antibacterial soap.
Her original sample from the gallery matches the pro�le of a previous sample
taken by Johnny Highland that was found in his of�ce. Email correspondence
between Highland and Maggie. B details discussions about these samples
prior to Maggie’s entry to the space.

The ooze samples were part of the collection of personal artifacts posted to
Shy Studio in September 2024. A small sample of the soot- like powder was
found enclosed in a pouch in Maggie B.’s journal, but further samples have
also been collected by The Grundy.



Photograph of the source of
the ooze-like substance found
in the ceiling of The Grundy,
taken by Maggie. B

Photograph of the soot
residue found in a stairwell
in The Grundy, taken by
Maggie. B



Newspaper clippings found
amongst the items posted
to Shy Studio



Post It Notes found in the of�ce of Johnny Highland

Post It Note found amongst the personal effects
of Johnny Highland archived by The Grundy

After Johnny Highland’s departure from The Grundy, a large quantity of
his personal effects were left in his of�ce. The Grundy archived these
items in their store room until reopening this case in 2024.

As Highland’s location is currently unknown, we will refer to his
disappearance as ‘The Event’.



Floor plans for The Grundy found
in the of�ce of Johnny Highland



Thermograph chart from the week
commencing 6th April 2020 showing
standard readings taken from main
gallery space at The Grundy

These Thermograph charts were found among Highland’s remaining
possessions. A thermograph is used for the registration of air
temperature. The machine that these charts were taken from is
located in The Grundy’s main gallery space.



This thermograph chart had previously been
annotated by Highland, indicating that the
chart re�ects data captured in the week
beginning 13th April 2020. On the 17th April
the chart records a data anomaly - a heat
spike of above 55°C. It remains unclear as
to what caused this dramatic change in
temperature, and the accounts taken from
Highland’s notebook suggest he was also
unable to uncover the source. The Grundy
have con�rmed that no damage was found
to be caused to either the artworks installed
at the time or the building structure on or
after this date.



Page taken from the notebook of Johnny Highland
recording Highland’s discovery of the heat spike
reading on the thermograph machine

Johnny Highland’s notebooks were found amongst his personal
possessions in The Grundy’s archives. From these it is evident
that Highland’s note taking was extensive, and the multiple
notebooks found contained information and data from as far
back as 2018. The pages in these notebooks give us some
indication of Highland’s activities before ‘The Event’, and include
documentation of his geological discoveries, his access to The
Grundy during the early weeks of the 2020 lockdown, and his
correspondence with Maggie B.



Pages taken from the notebook of Johnny Highland
detailing the system Highland used to catalogue
his geological samples

Though there were no reports of erratic behaviour from Johnny Highland in the lead
up to his disappearance, conversations with his family and co-workers suggested an
increasing interest in the geology of Blackpool that peaked during the �rst lockdown
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Upon examination of his personal effects, a large collection
of rocks that he had amassed as part of this research were found. Highland’s collection
included a wide variety of specimens, not all of which have been identi�ed, but research
indicates that the conditions needed to form some of these rocks suggest that they
originated from outside of Blackpool. However, Highland’s notes include the location and
date of each sample, and no record of purchasing or sourcing the items was found in his
available emails or receipts.



A diagram drawn by Johnny Highland detailing the construction
of one of his geological sample collection crates



Page taken from the notebook of Johnny Highland
recording the collection of a tektite meteorite

Highland’s collection also includes numerous examples of meteorites, including a
sample of tektite, composed of natural glass formed from terrestrial debris ejected
during meteorite impacts. This sample was collected by Highland on 4th April 2020.
Highland’s notebooks indicate that the earliest rock sample was collected in August
2018, suggesting that Highland’s fascination with this subject matter was present in
the years preceding ‘The Event’. The collection crate found with Highland’s personal
posessions was previously labelled Crate #3 in The Grundy’s archives, however all
attempts to locate crates #1 and #2 have been unsuccessful.



Page taken from the notebook of Johnny Highland recording
the collection of an unknown geological sample



A sample of labradorite found amongst Johnny
Highland’s personal effects

A sample of Shungite found amongst Johnny
Highland’s personal effects



The Nature Detective Series: Minerals, Rocks & Fossils —
The Earth’s Life History by Douglas Dixon

This book helps study and identify all common specimens of
rocky areas inland and of the seashore. It then provides an
identikit picture of each one. At the end of the book there is a
practical section, with ideas for projects to do in open country,
in towns or at home.



What Is Shungite and Does It Have
Healing Properties?

Medically reviewed by Debra Rose Wilson, Ph.D., MSN, R.N., IBCLC, AHN-BC,

CHT — Written by Kirsten Nunez on September 3, 2020

In recent years, healing crystals have become increasingly popular. These

stones are believed to possess qualities that can enhance the health of

your mind, body, and soul in various ways.

Healing crystals are generally used as a form of complementary and

alternative medicine. Complementary medicine is a practice that’s used in

combination with standard therapies, while alternative medicine is used

instead of it.

There are many types of healing crystals, but some are exceptionally

unique. One example is shungite, a rare stone that’s said to work against

About shungite Benefits How to use Other crystals Bottom line
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Pallasite Meteorite Slice: This is a photo of a thin
slice cut from the Esquel pallasite meteorite that fell
near Chubut, Argentina. This meteorite was found by a
farmer working his field, and when unearthed, it
weighed about 1500 pounds. It consists of yellowish
green olivine crystals, some of which are gem-quality
peridot, in a matrix of meteoritic iron. This composition
suggests that it was once part of a planet or other
large body of our solar system that had a metallic core
and a rocky mantle. The pallasite material comes from
a portion of that body near the core-mantle boundary.  

The stresses placed on a meteorite during its
formation, its travel through space, entry into Earth's
atmosphere, and impact with Earth's surface all have a
chance of fracturing the olivine crystals. Because of
these fractures, it can be difficult to find pieces of
extraterrestrial olivine that are large enough to facet -
but many faceted stones have been produced!
Photograph by Doug Bowman, used here under a
Creative Commons license.

Pallasite peridot: This is one of the most incredible
gemstones. It is a faceted piece of gem-quality olivine,
known as peridot in the gem trade, that was removed

Even though these materials are extremely rare,
they can typically be purchased at a lower price
than some of the most popular gemstones.
Why are they so inexpensive? Most people are
not familiar with them, so they are not being
requested in jewelry stores. In addition, the
supply of these materials is so small, so
fragmented, and so unreliable that they do not
have a place with wholesale or mass-market
jewelers.

ADVERTISEMENT

The highest quality "as found" specimens are of
greatest interest to scientists, meteorite
collectors, and mineral collectors. The best
gem-quality materials generally go to a small
number of designer jewelers who use them to
create one-of-a-kind pieces. Smaller and lower
quality items fall into the novelty gem and
collectibles markets.

The largest demand for extraterrestrial gem
materials comes from people who are interested
in using them in alternative and complementary
medicine. They are some of the most active
buyers of moldavite, tektites, and desert glass.
These buyers believe that extraterrestrial gem
materials have special properties that are
helpful in promoting healing and wellness. (There is no scientific evidence to support the role of
these materials in medical treatments.)

On this page you will find photos, art, and summary descriptions for several extraterrestrial
materials that have been used as gems. Most people are surprised by their diversity and beauty.

Beware of Fakes!

People have been fascinated with
extraterrestrial gems for over 100 years. They
are rare materials with a novelty origin, and
many people want them. Moldavite was being
made into novelty gems as early as the late
1800s, and they were popular throughout
Europe and popular with tourists. The demand
for moldavite jewelry exceeded the amount of
natural material available. So, enterprising
people started faceting bottle glass, and those
with glassmaking abilities began producing
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Post It Note found amongst the personal effects
of Johnny Highland archived by The Grundy



This arrowhead was donated to The Grundy by an anonymous member of
the public. It was discovered at the South Pier in Blackpool and its origin
and age are currently unknown. A large portion of The Grundy’s collection
of �int specimens were found among Highland’s personal effects after his
disappearance. It is suspected that Highland was using these to conduct
personal research, but The Grundy have since ascertained that they had
been removed from the collection without permission. These specimens
have now been returned and are not currently on display to the public.
The Grundy have yet to con�rm the authenticity of this single specimen,
and as such it is not included in the of�cial collection.



Page taken from the notebook of Johnny Highland recording the
discovery of a mysterious ooze-like substance in The Grundy



Lanyard belonging to Jack [Redacted]

Manchester Metropolitan University student
ID card belonging to Jack [Redacted]



Foundation: Volume 1 by Isaac Asimov

This is the �rst volume of Asimov’s world famous trilogy, one of the
greatest classics of science �ction. The time is a future century, in
the days of the Julactic Empire — a society of a million worlds
throughout the Milky Way. The Old Empire is crumbling into barbarism
and Hari Seldon and his band of psychologists see before them only
despair of thousands of years of anarchy, unless they can create a
new force — the Foundation — dedicated to art, science and technology
— the nucleus of a new empire.



Close Encounters of the Third Kind by Steven Spielberg

All over the world, millions of reliable witnesses — including respected
scientists — have been reporting UFO sightings for the past thirty years.
Experts everywhere concede the overwhelming probability of intelligent
life elsewhere in the Universe. From these indisputable facts, Steven
Spielberg, brillian young director of JAWS, has created the most
beautiful, frightening and signi�cant motion picture adventure of all time.



A TikTok �lmed by Jack [Redacted] shows them designing this hat,
basing the slogan on a comment found on Maggie B’s Reddit pro�le.
Our research shows that Maggie added this comment to a post on
r/HighStrangeness, discussing the ‘de-evolution’ of online conspiracy
boards into politics, and a longing to talk about bigfoot without listening
to political rantings. Jack [Redacted] had previously listed these hats for
sale via Etsy.com in 2021, and in 2024 the leftover stock was donated
to Shy Bairns.



Digital iterations of
the hat logo created
by Jack [Redacted]





A series of �fteen TikToks, posted online by
Jack [Redacted] between May and August 2020.
TikTok is a video-sharing social networking service
that is used to make a variety of short-form videos
that have a duration from �fteen seconds to one
minute. The social media platform made headlines
in 2020 after former President Donald Trump
signed orders to ban its use in the US.



Our research shows that Jack [Redacted] was highly active on TikTok
during the lockdown of 2020, using the platform to document their
research into paranormal topics. Utilising a mix of screen recordings,
found footage and iPhone editing, the majority of these videos belong
to one of two series; Weird Things I Found On Reddit and Things In
Blackpool That Just Don’t Make Sense. Alongside this they also posted
personal videos of pre-pandemic museum visits and tributes to the hit
American science �ction television series The X Files.



A video created by Shy
Bairns compiling some
of Jack’s TikTok’s can
be found HERE

https://www.tiktok.com/@jackwhomst?lang=en


Though Jack [Redacted]’s practice centred on �lmmaking in 2020, their
primary focus as an artist was print. While this was deterred by Manchester
School of Art’s home working policy during the COVID-19 pandemic, Jack still
printed a large volume of work. Their printed ephemera from this time re�ects
their interest in local heritage, brought on by being unable to travel, alongside
paranormal experiences and eerie representations of the uncanny. The works
adapt found visuals from buried webpages, online archives and tabloid reports,
creating a solid rendering of subject matters that slip through the �ngers of
internet sleuths.













The following screen prints were made by Jack [Redacted] and formed part
of their university application portfolio in 2021. Jack left Blackpool a year
after ‘The Event’ to continue their studies in Brighton, where they currently 
live and work. The portfolio includes further editions of prints, along with
research and found material. A number of prints were also donated to Shy
Bairns in 2024.

A video created by Jack showing the design
process for these posters can be found HERE



A4 black layer



A4 white layer



A4 full print on black stock



A3 green layer



A3 black layer



A3 white layer



A3 full print on black stock



A3 green layer



A3 black layer



A3 white layer



A3 full print on black stock



A2 green layer



A2 black layer



A2 white layer



A2 full print on black stock



Reddit is an entertainment, social networking, and news website that plays host
to a network of over one million communities named ‘subreddits’. Subreddits are
user created and each contain discussions on a different subject matter. These cover
a variety of general interests such as news, video games, �tness, and pets, while also
housing more niche and speci�c communities that range from the bizarrely mundane
(such as r/WatchPaintDry) to the downright nefarious (r/WatchPeopleDie). Originally
created with an un�ltered speech and self-moderation policy, in more recent years
Reddit has been both critiqued and praised for its removal of controversial subreddits,
while still garnering criticism for the breeding ground of far-right ideologies. In the past
ten years Reddit has shut down a number of conspiracy based subreddits, including
r/GreatAwakening and r/PizzaGate, both of which followed QAnon adjacent theories;
a subsection of theories that dominated the scene in 2020.

Our research indicates that Maggie B. created her Reddit account after being made
redundant, using subreddits such as r/WhatIsThisThing to gather opinions on
mysterious material found in The Grundy. Her use of r/Haunted and r/Missing411
implies that she believed the found matter to be of a supernatural persuasion. This
screen recording was created by Jack [Redacted] while making their Tiktoks about
Maggie. Since the video was created, many of Maggie’s posts have been deleted.





A video created by Jack compiling
some of the correspondence with
Maggie B. can be found HERE

https://vimeo.com/546079147


The following photographs document the presentation of the investigation’s �ndings:











































Report produced by Shy Bairns to document
the �ndings so far in the case of the missing
curator Johnny Highland



Front



Back



Front

Special edition of the monthly zine Things We Liked This Month
exploring  topics of interest around the themes of the paranormal
and supernatural, produced by Shy Bairns during their investigation



Back

Special edition sticker 
produced by Shy Bairns





Extramundane: Outside and Beyond
Episode 92: Shy Bairns
Released June 2025

On this week’s episode of Extramundane: Outside and Beyond, Tommy sits
down with artists turned paranormal researchers George Gibson and Erin
Blamire to catch up about their investigation into unexplained phenomena
circling a gallery in Blackpool, UK. Extramundane: Outside and Beyond with
Tommy Stewart is a conspiracy theory podcast that goes above and beyond
our material universe, searching for answers via an out of this world range
of guests. Tommy Stewart is a podcast host and anti-in�uencer based in
Shrewsbury, UK.

You can listen to the podcast HERE

https://soundcloud.com/grundyartgallery/episode-92-shy-bairns-1
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https://www.tiktok.com/@jackwhomst?lang=en
https://www.reddit.com/user/blackpoolmaggie
https://twitter.com/heresjohnnyhighland?lang=en
https://www.thegrundy.org/news/staff/johnny-highland-curator
https://www.thegrundy.org/news/staff/johnny-highland-public-statement
https://www.thegrundy.org/news/staff/johnny-highland-public-statement
https://www.blackpoolgazette.co.uk/news/top-secret-files-reveal-probe-ufo-spotted-near-blackpools-central-pier-1055262
https://www.lancs.live/news/lancashire-news/like-chewy-mint-49-ufo-19183651
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/ufo-sightings-above-stonehenge-blackpool-1971641
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2013/jun/21/last-release-mod-ufo-files
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2013/jun/21/last-release-mod-ufo-files
https://www.lep.co.uk/news/people/did-you-see-ufo-sky-over-preston-last-night-1886994
https://www.lep.co.uk/news/lancashire-man-has-proof-aliens-have-visited-preston-188265
https://www.blackpoolgazette.co.uk/news/people/blackpool-man-says-he-has-filmed-mysterious-fireballs-sky-fylde-coast-2546588
https://www.blackpoolgazette.co.uk/news/people/more-reports-of-mysterious-fireballs-sky-fylde-coast-in-april2546588


http://www.bbc.co.uk/lancashire/content/articles/2006/04/03/spooky_blackpool_feature.shtml
https://www.blackpoolgazette.co.uk/retro/can-you-still-hear-cloggy-ghost-train-operator-blackpool-pleasure-beach-929628
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/most-haunted-lancashire-police-ghost-firefighters-a9024341.html
https://thenorthwesthub.com/?s=blackpool+spooky+goings+at+haunted+grundy+art+gallery&search_404=1
https://thebplbible.co.uk/news/karl-marx-the-pleasure-beach/
https://www.lancs.live/whats-on/family-kids-news/ghost-blackpool-grand-theatre-how-17285953
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3306799/Ghost-photobombs-mum-took-selfie-forcing-flee-flat.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3306799/Ghost-photobombs-mum-took-selfie-forcing-flee-flat.html
http://www.911forum.org.uk/board/viewtopic.php?p=922&sid=c60000f3b679262bf5ab71773a4cb84b
http://blog.ericd.net/2017/04/20/a-curiosity-on-chapel-street-in-blackpool-u-k/
https://blackpoolilluminati.wordpress.com
https://www.blackpoolgazette.co.uk/news/people/pictures-abandoned-subway-under-blackpool-promenade-3089844
https://www.blackpoolgazette.co.uk/news/people/blackpool-man-missing-in-tunnels-2546438
https://www.blackpoolgrand.co.uk/tunnels-under-blackpool
https://metro.co.uk/2020/05/31/scarlett-moffatt-believes-elvis-presley-lives-blackpool-tower-latest-conspiracy-theory-ive-got-proof-12782659/?ito=cbshare
https://metro.co.uk/2020/05/31/scarlett-moffatt-believes-elvis-presley-lives-blackpool-tower-latest-conspiracy-theory-ive-got-proof-12782659/?ito=cbshare
https://www.lancs.live/news/uk-world-news/how-british-grannies-spreading-far-19002260
https://www.lancs.live/news/lancashire-news/asteroid-size-blackpool-tower-racing-19253012
http://www.metro.co.uk/weird/886046-mystery-over-blackpool-bubbles-as-promenade-is-awash-with-foam#ixzz1iIslahRx
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